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WAR

Fallen Soldiers, p. 65:
War as a communal experience was perhaps the most seductive part of the Myth of the War Experience, enabling men to confront and transcend death, and the idealized common soldier was an indispensable part of this myth, as well as an example of the new man who would redeem the nation.

FASCISM

Nazi Culture, p. xxiv:
In the world that industrialism had produced, the individual was alienated not only from his society, but also from his rational nature. This was the all-encompassing problem, and Sorel as well as Le Bon envisioned the specter of a wild irrationality, which had to be directed by a leader into positive, constructive channels.... Hitler’s understanding of this approach enabled him to take the road to power in a nation ravaged by crises and defeat.

Toward the Final Solution, p. xiii:
Racism needed a secular base such as the Enlightenment or modern nationalism in order to overcome the implications of the Christian meaning of baptism and conversion, for the racially inferior must be locked into place and all escape routes closed.

LIBERAL DOCTRINE

Germans & Jews, p. 174:
[Pragmatism] is the shirking of thought dressed up as doctrine.

POPULAR CULTURE

From a 1991 interview with GM by Irene Range & Uwe Stelbrink, p. 11:
The things that Adorno and Horkheimer wrote about National Socialism can make your hair stand on end. They understood nothing about popular culture.... they considered mass culture a form of oppression and stultification.

LEFT WING INTELLECTUALS

Germans and Jews, p. 225
The important search for a new society continues despite past failures and the hitherto insoluble dilemmas that are intrinsic in this attitude to man, the world, and society.

HIMSELF

Confronting History, p. 4
“Why then write this book?...The phrase “Life and Times” has been overused in the biographies of the last century, but it must nevertheless be true of a life which encompasses the now-vanished life style of the German Jewish wealthy and established middle class, a sudden exile, a rude political awakening, an immersion in the life—and even to some extent in the politics—of the American Middle West.”

Confronting History, p. 219
“The issues of the Third Reich were writ large in my consciousness, a part of my personal transformation from the irresponsibility of youth, a past which had to be faced. I had rejected the worlds of my past and had sought to transform myself, but in my anxieties, fears, and restlessness, I was still a child of my century.”
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YOU HAD TO BE THERE
GEORGE MOSSE FINDS HIMSELF IN HISTORY

George Mosse’s lectures were wildly popular when I was a student at the University of Wisconsin in the early 1960s.

All these people want to learn about European cultural history?

It’s a “hippie” course.

First time I heard the term.

In 1963, when I first took a class with Mosse, he liked to tease his students from the left.

The Marxists say that only war can solve capitalism’s problems. Well, what brought about the end of the great depression?

World War 2!

By 1966, when I took my second Mosse course, the anti-war movement had taken off, and Mosse was teasing us from the right.

I know all you students are longing for a mass movement.

Let me tell you about the mass movement.

When I was a callow youth in Berlin, I went to a Nazi rally to jeer at the stupid Nazis.

Hitler was speaking! The thrill of this man’s charisma, the thrill of the mass energy was so great—

By the end I am screaming kill the Jews!

And I am Jewish!

(I resist the temptation to try and reproduce phonetically Mosse’s upper class Anglo-German accent— the booming authoritative voice of an 19th century evangelical preacher— you had to be there!)
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Miss Wallach! What are you doing in graduate school?

Didn't you read Martin Luther's admonition to women?

Kinder! Kirche!

Koch! Here's your money. What's the gossip?

I forget.

I would get furious, but quickly I learned to tease back, and that has served me well.

George Lachmann Mosse was born in 1918 into one of Germany's most prominent Jewish families. His grandfather Rudolf Mosse had created Europe's first modern ad agency and one of Germany's leading newspapers, the Berliner Tageblatt.

A Jew in Germany, a German in America, a gay man in the straight midwest, soon—A Cleansing.

Liberal, powerful, rich, and Jewish, the Mosses were everything the Nazis despised.
But at the beginning of George’s life, opposition to the Tageblatt came not from the right but from the left.

While Hans & Rosa debated through the night, the paper was printed & delivered.

Ooh, Hans, you’re a sneaky one.

May a revolutionary buy a Tageblatt?

I suppose. What’s your name?

Herbert Marchse.

Hans Mosse always said Rosa Luxemburg was the most fascinating woman he ever met.

During the 1919 revolution the Spartacist League occupied the paper, hoping to shut it down. Rudolf sent his son-in-law, George’s father Hans, to negotiate with Spartacist leader Rosa Luxemburg.

What does that tell us about George’s mother?

Beautiful, insecure, temperamental, & remote, Felicia Mosse distinguished herself in George’s memory chiefly as the persecutor of the governess “Miss Squire.” His favorite in that vast household!

Stop that at once, you wicked girl!

The Mosse’s “country house” at Schenkenendorf.

Servants were crucial to the Mosses.

He later said Miss Squire exemplified the “best Quaker traits.”—plain speech, inner fortitude, openness—which predisposed George to embrace Quaker educators and the Christian workers movement later in life.

Miss Squire was an Irish Quaker from Belfast. When George visited her lively family in 1928, he experienced the “Annie Hall” split screen, but with Jews & Christians reversed.

Before 1933, my mother had never dressed herself.
* "HE BELONGS IN THE ULK" MEANS HE BELONGS IN THE FUNNY PAGES.

THE "ULK" WAS THE BERLINER TAGEBLATT'S COMICAL/SATIRIC SUPPLEMENT, WHICH ACTUALLY HAD MANY FINE ANTI-MILIARIST/ANTI-NAZI CARTOONS.

MEANWHILE THE NAZI PAPERS WERE PORTRAYING HANS THUSLY:

THE LIFE & TIMES & WORK OF GEORGE MOSSE ARE HAUNTED BY THE REALIZATION THAT THERE WAS NOTHING IN THE GERMAN JEWISH WORLD VIEW—NOTHING IN BILDUNG, LIBERALISM, THE HERITAGE OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT—that could comprehend, let alone resist, the juggernaut of fascism.
As the Nazis’ star rose in the early 1930s, the Mosse family found themselves increasingly in a state of siege.

George was spared the worst of the terror, having been shipped off in 1929 to the Salem School on the shore of Lake Constance.

Kurt Hahn, the headmaster, is an old chim—very tough!

Maybe he can knock some sense into you!

Nature worship, Prussian discipline, and anti-cosmopolitanism seemed to mark Salem as a Nazi training ground, but in fact its leaders opposed the Nazis. The Salem ideology was authoritarian and nationalist, but not racist.

Authoritarianism almost doomed Mosse, but then it saved him.

When his family fled Germany in 1933, the school insisted George stay to finish his exams.

But when the Nazis decreed that, on April 1, Jews would need a special permit to leave Germany, Mosse took the last ferry to Switzerland on March 31.

(Mosse always credited the school with teaching him self-discipline, though he also said it took him years to unlearn the anti-Polish and anti-French prejudices he acquired there.)

Weakling!

So you’re a Mosse?

What a shame we have to let you leave.

But you have a valid passport.

And rules are rules.
Exile broke up the family. Hans and Felicia went their separate ways. Their children attended schools in Switzerland and the UK.

Here's an ideal: Kurt Hahn had to leave Germany, and now he has a new school in Scotland.

I've had enough character-building, Dad. I'd like to learn something.

On the advice of Miss Squire, Mosse attended the Quaker Bootham School in York, where he devoured the novels of Austen, Dickens, and the Brontës, as well as C.M. Trevelyan's History of England.

In 1937 he went to Cambridge University and attended Travelyan's lectures.

And then I wrote.

And then I said.

Highly disappointing!

But Travelyan did offer helpful advice.

My father thinks I should study in America.

Shouldn't I stay in England?

But Travelyan did not offer helpful advice.

These Nazis are undoubtedly rough customers.

But maybe that's what it will take to finish off Stalin.

England certainly looked like weak tea at this point.

England is finished.

For Mosse's generation, antifascism was a sacred cause. In the Spanish Civil War, the battle lines: a popular front with Soviet support defending "the common man" against the combined forces of European fascism, while the British government remained neutral.

The decision to relocate was made for him, at any rate. When World War 2 broke out while he was visiting the U.S.

If I go back to England I'll be an enemy alien!

Anyway, I don't think Europe is a safe place for Jews.

Maybe I can find a nice Quaker college in the U.S.

Sure enough:

I am here.

We accept thee.
After Haverford, Mosse did his graduate studies at Harvard University.

Harvard had many Marxist students but no courses in Marxism.

So Mosse joined a group that traveled across town to M.I.T., where mathematician Dink Strout was leading a Marxist study group.

Daniel Boorstin was part of this group & later fingered Mosse to HUAC for participating in it.

* House Unamerican Activities Committee

Teaching at the University of Iowa from 1950-1959, Mosse published studies of the Protestant Reformation & English constitutional law.

In 1948 he threw himself into the Henry Wallace presidential campaign, which added to the danger of his being red-baited.

But the university stood by him, & he weathered the storm.

While at Harvard Mosse fell in love with Allen, a Jewish Communist from Detroit.

Their friendship gave Mosse a dim view of the Communists, whom he blamed for ruining Allen's academic career.

(My mother, Ginny Thorkeison, worked in the same bookstore. She is long gone; so I can't ask her about George & Allen.)

When he visited Detroit one summer while Allen was working at the UAW bookstore, Mosse was appalled by the cult-like quality of party life.

At the University of Wisconsin from 1955 on, he began to shift his focus to subject matter more closely aligned with his personal history.

Teaching at the University of Wisconsin from 1955 on, he began to shift his focus to subject matter more closely aligned with his personal history.

In the 1960s, with the Madison New Left focused on the importance of his German-Jewish identity within this new set of concerns.

His encounters in the 1960s with the Madison New Left focused him on the importance of his German-Jewish identity within this new set of concerns.

We German Jews embraced "Bildung" in a futile attempt to fit in with our society.

But Mosse's warmth for the New Left had its limits.

This class is not cancelled, you're behaving like Nazi storm troopers!

But Mosse's warmth for the New Left had its limits.

All classes cancelled!

Nice!

These children of the Cold War want to use it to change society!

No draft! No war! Desegregate!

That's why we speak English!
What was distinctive about Mosse’s take on fascism and the Nazis?

**Origins**
Nazi ideology, despite its anti-modernism, looked to Mosse like the culmination of several distinctively modern trends. The longing for a happy healthy world can be turned to an end not contemplated at the beginning.

**Empathy**
Mosse felt this was the historian’s first responsibility, and insisted that you had to look at fascism from the inside out to understand it.

**Writing**
This book [toward the final solution] has been like walking on a faulty rope bridge over an abyss.

**Starting point:** Fascism offers a solution to the loneliness of industrialized humanity.

**Man must step out of his workshop!**

**Hitler’s racist nationalism provided liturgy, adventure, community, and spectacle in place of alienation (leaving alone more tenacious qualities like private property and bourgeois power).**

Empathy suggests being able to hold opposing views simultaneously; as a tourist in Israel & then as a lecturer at Hebrew University, Mosse was surprised to find his lifelong anti-nationalism shaken by the emotional appeal of the “Jewish home.”

Israel’s sturdy, self-confident “new Jews,” rejecting the humiliating internalized anti-Semitism of European Jewry, embrace instead the same old tired middle-class ideals & stereotypes.

But, ever the contrarian:
The trouble with you, George, is you don’t love the Jewish people enough.

Jerusalem, when Mosse first visited, felt like “heamar with palm trees.”

Best of all he was able to end life in an openly secure, loving relationship:

**Good job!**

In his later books he was able to spell out themes of sexual politics that had long been coded in his work.

**Everybody out!**

History took George Mosse by surprise in the end.
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